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According
to The
Nilson
Report,
in the
United
States, Visa, Mastercard, American Express,
Discover, and private label (store, gasoline,
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This spend generates significant processing fees
for the card companies and other value added
service providers such as the hardware provider,
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$97.50 for every $100 transaction generated by a
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the entities mentioned.
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But according to MasterCard, Commercial
Cards penetrate 1.6% of spend vs. 15% of
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personal consumer expenditure for Consumer
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Cards.

Why the variance between
consumer and business?
When it comes to B2B and B2G transactions,
card companies still fail to make much inroads in
capturing spend volume, even after adding all
kinds of fancy virtual card and ghost card
products.
Why? Well, simply from my perspective, there
are significant benefits flowing one way to the
buyer using cards, whether pcards or virtual.
These come in the form of deferring a payment
by up to 55 days and rebate income provided as
reward for using the card. From the B2B
supplier’s perspective, the card companies can
talk about accelerating payment (with fat
interchange fees, see chart below) or helping
provide remittance details to settle transaction
more efficiently, but that value proposition is
weaker, especially for companies that are not
small enterprises and have five or six figure
invoices.
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There is also the issue of the legal structure.
Pcards just do not deal with B2B disputes and
discrepancies for companies to adopt for invoices
other than T&E, suppliers, events, etc. The
challenge banks have with B2B pcard
transactions and higher dollar invoices is the
pcard model for dealing with disputes is modeled
on B2C transactions.
As a vestige of consumer credit card practices,
corporate purchase cards still put the onus of
chargebacks directly on the supplier, possibly
circumventing existing contracts between buyers
and sellers. In a typical scenario, buyers have up
to six months to dispute a transaction and push it
back to suppliers. This is too long—especially if
card associations and banks want suppliers to
use purchase cards for large transactions that go
into the millions-of-dollars range. There is
simply too much risk for both the supplier and
the acquiring bank to assume over such an
extended period. By abiding by the purchase card
chargeback rules, both parties forfeit their right
to other means of dispute resolution, thus
complicating this scenario further.
If the weighted average is above 2% and they
factor in many large companies like airlines, etc.
that would pay considerably less, you can
imagine what fees suppliers must pay for B2B
transactions.
As I reported in a recent study I did with the
middle market, although Pcard/virtual card
use was the most popular technique according to
our survey, we consistently hear how expensive
the card model is to accelerate payment. In
addition to only covering certain spend
categories, the middle market companies have
some leverage to fight off use relative to their

some leverage to fight off use relative to their
customers.
It certainly is an interesting space to keep abreast
of, and Trade Financing Matters sees several
developments and questions to ponders:
1. Whats up with Fintech & Card
Partnerships? Are we finding success? BaswarePay, VisaPayables-Bottomline,
Amex BIPs, Visa – Invapay, etc.
2. Are suppliers willing to pay for the
convenience of virtual card payments?
Which types?
3. Will these products be used for more B2B
marketplace transactions – see American
Express Thinking Beyond the Card
For those interested in understanding this space
more, please contact me at
dgustin@globalbanking.com
Don't forget to sign up for TFMs weekly digest
delivered to your inbox every Monday here
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